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To all 'whom it may concern; 
Bejit known'th'at I, JESSE' Mï. ÉEQKMAN, » 

citizen‘ of Canada, residing- atl Al ha, Sas 

useful I‘néprovements" in ~ Tools » for Breaking 
_ , 1re, and the Like, of Which?the f'ol 

lowing isas cificationf ~ ‘ 
. My invention .rtains to means for break 
1n wire, metalhc strips and other material 
he d under tension; and it has for its object to 
`provide._'_a‘simple and ine' ensive metallic 
tool, designed more es cial y for. use-to ad-  
vantage in breakin ba e bands. 
The novelty, uti ty‘and practical advan 

tages of the invention will be fully understood 
from the following description and-claims 
when the same are read in connection with 
the drawings, accompanyin and forming 

' part of this specification, m w 'chz 
Figure A1 is 'at perspective view of a bale 

band 'or wire breaking tool constituting >a 
practical embodiment of my invention. 

1g. 2 is a view of the blank from which said 
tool is formed. Figs. 3, 4 and 5, are pers ec 
tive views of modified toolsÍ constructe in 
accordance with my invention, as'> hereinafter 
set forth in detail. '_ 

Referring by letter to the said drawings, 
and more particularly to Figs. 1 and 2 there 
of: A is the handle of my novel tool, having 
adjacent to one end an opening a to permit 
of the same bein hung on a nail or the like, 
and B is» the tooëhead. `The said head B is 
of channel-form in cross-section and is gen 
erally disposed at a lright angle to the handle, 
so that its mouth b is at a oint remote from 
the handle. The forward) 'side wall of the 
head B is continuous, as indicated by c, 

` .while the rear or inner side wall is formed by 
40 “two sections d separated by an intervening 

space. ’This latter is due to the fact that the 
tool is _struck or otherwise produced from 

` bendable metal in the form shown in Fig. 2, 
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and the head_B is provided by bending or 
working the comparatively wide portion of 
the form or blank into the position shown in 
Fig. 1, relative to the. remainder or handle 
portionof the blank. 

Manifestl the tool shown in Figi may be  
and cheaply produced in the expeditious y Y 

manner shown and described, and when so 
produced is strong and well adapted to With 
stand the strains to which tools of corre 
spending character are ordinarily subjected. 

In thepractical use. of the tool described, 
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the head B is placed over the taut band‘or 
wire to be broken so that the latter rests 
lengthwise between the opposed walls c and 
d of the head, and the too is then, through 
the medium of its handle A, forcibly >swung 
or moved first in one direction and then in 
the other, whereupon the sharp bends formed 
in the band or wire under tension will quickly 
cause the same to break. ‘ 

 The modified ty e of tool illustrated in 
Fig. 3 comprises a andle N similar to that 

l of the tool in Fig. 1. The head B’ however, 
of the modified tool differs from that shown 
in Fig. 1 in that it is formed by four sections 
d’ dis osed at right angles to the handle A’ 
and ivided into inner and outer pairs be 
tween which pairs a channel b’ is provided 

, to receive the taut band or wire'to be broken. 
When the tool shown in-Fig. 3 is applied 

and manipulated in the manner before de 
scribed withreference to the tool shownrin 
Fig. 1, it will be 
or Wire disposed in the channel b’ will be 
sharply bent by 
.first 1n one direction and then the other, with 
the result thatß the> wire or band will be 
quickly broken. / ' 

rises a 
Before described, and a head B2 _which is 
formed by bending one end portion of the 
handle into channel form, as indicated by b2. 
It will be noticed in this construction that 
the mouth of the channel bzïin the head B2 
is adjacent one side the handle A2, and that 
the wall c of the mouth remote from the 
handle is flared or deflected forwardly. From 
this it follows that the said wall may be read 
ily introduced between a bale of material 
and a taut bandthereon, so that the band is 
received in the channel b2 of the-head B2, 
and thenby forcibly swinging the tool first 
_in one direction and then in the other the 
band may be 'quickly broken. _ _ 
The 'embodiment shown in Fig. 5, is slml 

lar in 'general coniiguration and mode of use 
to that shown in Fig. 4. It~ differs from the 
latter, however, in that its handle A3 and 
head B3 are formed of _a suitable piece of 

_ wire, ̀ and the end-of the handle remote from 
the head B3 is shaped to form an eye a’. 

It will be gathered from the foregoing that 
each of the practical embodiments of my 1n 
vention are susceptible of being'quickl'y and 
inexpensively produced, and that through> 
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observed that the .taut band ' 

the edges of the ̀ sections d’ ' 
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The embodiment shown in Fig. 4 com- y 
handle A2 generally similar to those > 
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~ ent, is: 

2 

the medium @teach a taut band or Wire 
may be expeditiously broken with the exer 
cise of but a small amount of effort. 
The embodiments herein illustrated and 

described constitute the best practical forms 
0f my invention of which I am cognizant, 
buteit is obvious that in the future> practice 
of the invention su'eh changes or modifica 
tions may be made as fairly fall Within the 
scope of my invention as defined 'in the 
claims appended. , ` l y . 

>Having/ï described 'my invention, what I 
claim Aand desire .to Asecure by Letters-Pat 

1.*A toolfor breaking,` taut bands, `Wires 
and lthe like, comprising a handle, sections 
formed lntegral 4Wlth the handle and arranged 

' at and extendingat _right yangles to the edges y , 
of the handle, and means integral with and 
disposed angularly to the handle and sep 
arated from the said sectionsl by an inter 
vening space _and coöpejrating with the sec 
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jtions to> form al channel extending in the 
I direction of the Width ot the handle. ‘ 
f 2. A tool for breaking taut bands, wires 2 
Itand lthe like, formed> of va blank of bendable 
1 

0 

metal, and >comprising a handle, sections 
i formed integral with and bent at rightangl‘es ` 
to the handle; and disposed at opposite sides 
of and sepa-rated by the handle, and means 
bent at right angles to the handle and ar~ 
ranged in front of and separated byran inter' 
vening' space fromthe sections andco'öper 
ating with said sections?. to forni a channelV 
extending lin thedirection of. the .width ol" 
the handle.„,~ ' _, „ i s : .~v. ., 

vIn testimony “'llei‘eoflflnrve hereunto set. 
my hand in presence of two .subscribing - 
Witnesses. 

'JESSE M. neurona, _f f1 
lïitnessesz» . I 

DELL WHITE, 
JOHN WHITE. 


